
Earned Wage Access
Providing real-time access to earned wages.
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Overview

Incurring bills and expenses daily while paychecks stroll in on a 

biweekly basis is a major stressor for the  who 

report living paycheck to paycheck. Luckily, consumer-permissioned 

access to payroll accounts is enabling new credit products to 

empower consumers to take ownership of their paycheck, for the 

better of individuals and financial service providers. One such 

product is Earned Wage Access. EWA can drive meaningful value for 

both  and workers. Here, we dive deep into the technical 

intricacies of enabling Earned Wage Access as a product for your 

users by leveraging consumer-permissioned payroll data. 

61% of US workers

businesses

Product

Aligning on terminology is important. When businesses offer an 

“Earned Wage Access”, this can mean a few things

 True Earned Wage Access — providing real-time access to 

earned but not yet paid out wages, referencing time & attendance 

and pay rate data to determine earned wages (e.g., Alex  worked 

8 hours at a $15/hr rate to accrue $120 of earned wages) and paid 

back upon next payda

 Early Pay — giving early access (normally 1-2 days earlier) to the 

full paycheck amount by advancing funds when the payroll is run 

rather than when the funds clear AC

 Cash Advance — extending a small advance (normally $25-

$250), underwritten on past earnings, employment status, tenure, 

etc. and paid back upon the next payday



While Argyle can support your business across all 3 products, we will 

focus on True Earned Wage Access.

61%
of US workers report living 
from paycheck to paycheck

Alex  worked 8 
hours at a $15/hr 
rate to accrue 
$120 of earned 
wages

https://www.pymnts.com/study/reality-check-paycheck-to-paycheck-consumer-planning-financial-emergency/
https://argyle.com/blog/products-payroll-api-enables
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Technical Considerations

To offer True Earned Wage Access, you need to have confidence that 

you have all the right information on hand to make a quick decision. 

In practice, that means you need a granular data set with robust API 

capabilities, and selecting the right employers and payroll systems by 

managing around technical deficiencies that exist within payroll 

systems:



➀ Data Granularity  

Availability of critical fields (i.e. employment status, shift start times, 

shift end times, hourly rate)



➁ Data Latency  

Lag after which completed shifts are posted to a payroll system



➂ Connection Persistence  

Ability to maintain connectivity to payroll accounts to continue to 

view live changes
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➀ Data Granularity

First, you will want to understand the depth of data for 

each employer / payroll provider. You will want to 

prioritize the employers that support the data fields 

required to effectively determine amount of earned wages 

to advance, like: employment status, total duration of the 

shift, hours worked (shift times), total earnings accrued, 

and hourly pay rate. Argyle enables employer-specific 

data availability to be shown within our Console. 



You can also work with our Customer Success team for a 

programmatic pull based on your desired data parameters.

Read more about key data fields 
within Argyle’s documentation 

employments.status
monitor whether borrower is still actively 
employed

activities.duration
determine total length of a shift

activites.shift_start
determine start of a shift

activites.shift_end
determine end of a shift

activities.income.pay
determine total earnings accrued over the 
course of a shift

activites.income_rates
determine hourly rate

In this example, we can see that UPS supports shift start and end time, 
duration, and earned income for each shift an employee has worked

https://argyle.com/docs/developer-tools/api-reference#user-management-accounts_status
https://argyle.com/docs/developer-tools/api-reference#gig-data-activities_duration
https://argyle.com/docs/developer-tools/api-reference#gig-data-activities_all_timestamps
https://argyle.com/docs/developer-tools/api-reference#gig-data-activities_all_timestamps
https://argyle.com/docs/developer-tools/api-reference#gig-data-activities_income.pay
https://argyle.com/docs/developer-tools/api-reference#gig-data-activities_income_rates
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➁ Data Latency 

There is a time lag between when a shift is completed, and when it is 

posted to the payroll system. This lag can occur due to operational 

workflows (e.g. managerial approvals) or technical ones (e.g. batch 

processes). A wide range exists—from a few hours to a few weeks. 



We partner with our customers to identify the employers and payroll 

platforms they want to support based on acceptable lag times.

Contact your  team for more detailed 

information on data lag by employer. 

Argyle Customer Success
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➂ Connection Persistence

Payroll systems vary in their authentication requirements for 

maintaining continuous access. For a successful EWA product, you 

will want to prioritize employers where the session can be continually 

maintained for longer periods. This will result in having the most up-

to-date information without having to ask the user to re-authenticate 

in. We can work together to determine which employers and payroll 

platforms to support based on connection persistence timelines and 

how to design a seamless re-authentication experience for 

consumers to reconnect accounts if they become disconnected.

Conclusion

Earned Wage Access is a powerful product for businesses to create 

deep relationships with their users, and for workers to access 

affordable credit. Ask your manager for 

more information. 

Argyle Customer Success 
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